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is Poincaré duality cobordanttoS(CP(2))K
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the long exact sequence (1.0) contains short exact sequences
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 can be formulated to show that this sequence is actually split exact. Theorem 1.2 describes the short exact sequences
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which occur in (1.0). For, 04* is a direct sum of Z and the subgroup of S4* of elements of index zero and [(CP(2))*] can be chosen as a generator of the summand Z.
Since it is not known if S n = fl£ D , it does not follow immediately that the cokernel of p:^is->TTAk+z(MSG) is Z 2 . However, this is, in fact, the case and in §3 we outline a second proof of Theorem 1.1 (actually, the original proof), due to the first-named author of this note, which shows this additional fact. 
